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Abstract
We propose a method for non-linear data projection that combines Generative Topographic
Mapping and Coordinated PCA. We extend
the Generative Topographic Mapping by using
more complex nodes in the network: each node
provides a linear map between the data space
and the latent space. The location of a node
in the data space is given by a smooth nonlinear function of its location in the latent space.
Our model provides a piece-wise linear mapping
between data and latent space, as opposed to
the point-wise coupling of the Generative Topographic Mapping. We provide experimental
results comparing this model with GTM.
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Introduction

The Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM)
(Bishop et al., 1998b) is a tool for non-linear
data projection that has found many applications since its introduction. The idea is to fix a
set of points in a latent space (which is used for
visualization), these points are mapped through
a Radial Basis Function Network (Ripley, 1996)
into the data-space, where they are the means
of the components of a Gaussian mixture. For
projection, the data posterior probabilities on
the mixture components are computed and the
latent-space coordinates are averaged accordingly.
In this paper we extend the GTM by using more expressive covariance structure for the
Gaussians in the mixture and, more importantly, by attaching to each mixture component
a linear map between data and latent space.
The model may also be regarded as a restricted form of the Coordinated Principal Component Analysis (CPCA) model (Verbeek et
al., 2002) (on its turn a restricted form of the
coordinated factor analyzers model (Roweis et

al., 2002)). CPCA extends probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Tipping and
Bishop, 1999; Roweis, 1997) by integrating the
mixture of probabilistic PCA’s into one nonlinear mapping between a data and a latent
space. This is done by assigning a linear map
from each PCA to a single, global, latent space.
The objective function of CPCA sums data loglikelihood and a measure of how consistent the
predictions of the latent coordinates are. With
consistent we mean that PCA’s that give high
likelihood to a data point in the data space
should give similar predictions on the (global)
latent coordinate.
Here, we restrict the locations of the mixture
components in the D-dimensional data space to
be given by a smooth (non-linear) function of
their location in the d-dimensional latent space
(d ¿ D). The relation between the proposed
model and the CPCA is analogue to the relation between the GTM and Kohonen’s SelfOrganizing Map (Kohonen, 2001).
CPCA can be used for data visualization,
however the model only aims at data loglikelihood maximization and at uni-modal distributions on the latent coordinate given a data
point (consistency). What we would also like
is uni-modal distributions in the other direction: the density on the data-space given a latent coordinate. By constraining the data-space
centers of the Gaussian mixture components to
be given by a smooth non-linear mapping of
their latent space centers we safeguard CPCA
against mixture components that are close in
latent space but widely separated in the data
space (which can cause multi-modal distributions from latent to data space).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the following section we will discuss
GTM and PCA and CPCA in some more detail.

Then, in Section 3 we present the new generative model and an EM-style learning algorithm
is given in Section 4. Experimental results are
presented and discussed in Section 5. We end
the paper with a discussion and some conclusions in Section 6.
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Generative Topographic Mapping,
PCA and Coordinated PCA

Generative Topographic Mapping The
Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM)
(Bishop et al., 1998b) model is a tool for
data visualization and data dimensionality
reduction. Typically GTM is used for high
dimensional numerical data. The data density
is modeled by a mixture distribution that
is parameterized in a way that enables low
dimensional visualization of the data.
The generative model of GTM is a mixture of
k spherical Gaussians, all having the same variance σ 2 in all directions. The components of
the Gaussian mixture are also called nodes, and
play a similar role as the nodes in Kohonen’s
Self-Organizing Map (Kohonen, 2001). With
each mixture component s, a fixed latent coordinate κs is associated (typically the latent space
is a two dimensional Euclidean space, and the
κs are chosen on a rectangular grid). In the latent space a set of m fixed (non-linear) smooth
basis-functions φi , . . . , φm are defined, the vector φ(κs ) denotes the response of the m basis
functions on input κs . The mean of mixture
component s is given by Wφ(κs ), where W is
a D × m matrix. Hence, due to the smoothness of the basis-functions and because the multiplication with W is just a linear map, components with close latent coordinates will have
close means in the data space.
Suitable parameters σ and W of GTM
are typically found by employing a simple Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
Like most EM algorithms, the algorithm can get
stuck at locally optimal solutions, there is no
guarantee to find globally optimal parameters
In order to visualize the high dimensional
data in the latent space, for each data point
the posterior distribution on the mixture components is computed. The latent coordinates of
the nodes are then weighted according to the
posterior distribution to give the latent coordinate for the data point.

Principal Component Analysis Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986) is a
widely known and used method for data visualization and dimensionality reduction. Assuming
the data has zero mean, the data vectors {xn }
are modeled as xn = Λgn + ²n . Here, xn is a D
dimensional data vector, gn the corresponding
latent coordinate, Λ a D×d dimensional matrix
and ²n a residual vector. PCA uses the linear
mapping Λ that minimizes sum of the squared
norms of the residual vectors to map the data
into a d dimensional representation.
The PCA linear map (matrix) Λ can also be
found as the limiting case of σ → 0 of fitting
a Gaussian density to the data where the covariance matrix is constrained to be of the form
σ 2 I + ΛΛ> The latter model is known as Probabilistic PCA (Roweis, 1997).
Coordinated PCA Several Probabilistic
PCA’s can be combined in a mixture, by taking a weighted sum of the component densities (Tipping and Bishop, 1999). In the mixture case a set local PCA’s is fitted to the data.
Data can now be mapped in either one of the
PCA models, however coordinates of the different PCA spaces cannot be related to each other.
The coordinated PCA model (Roweis et al.,
2002; Verbeek et al., 2002) resolves this problem. Each PCA space is mapped linearly into
a global low dimensional space. The global low
dimensional space provides a single low dimensional coordinate system for the data. The question is which linear maps between the PCA’s
and the global latent space we would like.
It turns out that the data log-likelihood is invariant for how the different PCA spaces are
coordinated, i.e. mapped into the global space.
Therefore in (Roweis et al., 2002; Verbeek et
al., 2002) a penalty term is added to data
log-likelihood to find a coordinated mixture of
PCA’s. For every data point xn we can compute the posterior probability on every PCA
s. Furthermore, a prediction p(gn |s, xn ) on the
global latent coordinate can be made using either PCA. The penalty term measures for every
data point the ambiguity of the prediction on its
global latent coordinate as given by p(gn |xn ) =
P
s p(s|xn )p(gn |s, xn ). The measure of ambiguity is the smallest Kullback-Leibler divergence
between p(gn |xn ) and any Gaussian density.
It turns out that adding this penalty term

is exactly the same as using a variational EM
algorithm (Neal and Hinton, 1998). Hence, it
is relatively straightforward to derive EM algorithms to optimize the parameters of the model
for this objective function.
In the next section we describe a generative
model that combines the ideas of GTM and Coordinated PCA.
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The Generative Model of Locally
Linear GTM

The generative model is best understood by
starting in the latent space. First one of the
k ‘units’ is chosen uniformly random, let’s call
it s. Then, a latent coordinate is drawn from
p(g | s). Finally, an observation x is drawn from
p(x | g, s). Using N (µ, Σ) to denote a Gaussian
distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix
Σ, the distributions, collectively parameterized
by θ = {σ, ρ, α, W, Λ1 , . . . , Λk }, are:
1
k
p(g | s) = N (κs , α2 ρσ 2 )
p(x | g, s) = N (Wφ(κs ) + Λs (g − κs )/α, σ 2 I)
p(s) =

The marginal distribution on x given s reads:
p(x | s) = N (Wφ(κs ), σ 2 (I + ρΛs Λ>
s ))
Each mixture component p(x | s) is a Gaussian
with variance σ 2 in all directions except those
directions given by the columns of Λs where the
variance is ρ times larger. The form of the covariance matrix is that of probabilistic PCA,
however here the vectors spanning the PCA subspace (given by the columns of Λ) all have the
same norm.
The distribution on latent coordinates is a
mixture of isotropic Gaussians (spherical covariance matrix) with equal mixing weights. The
columns of the matrix Λs span the PCA subspace of mixture component s, and provide the
mapping for component s between the latent
space and the data space. The parameter α is
a magnification factor between latent and data
space.
The generative model is almost the same as in
(Verbeek et al., 2002), the only difference is that
we constrain the data-space mean of the mixture component s to Wφ(κs ) and keep the {κs }

fixed. The mapping is a linear sum, parameterized by the D × m matrix W, of m non-linear
basis functions φ1 , . . . , φm of d inputs. The output of the function φi (κ) is the i-th element of
the vector φ(κ). In fact, we also add one constant basis function and d linear functions which
just output one of the components of the input
vector. These basis-functions can be used to
capture linear trends in the data. In our model
we consider the basis functions {φi } to be fixed
as well as the {κs }, all other parameters are
fitted to a given data set.
To compare, the generative model of GTM,
which is a special case with ρ = 0 of the model
used here, looks like:
1
k
p(g|s) = δ(κs )
p(x|s, g) = N (Wφ(κs ), σ 2 I),
p(s) =

where δ(κs ) denotes the distribution that puts
all mass at κs . This is similar to the model
used in this paper, but (1) GTM uses a mixture
of spherical Gaussians for the data space model
and (2) GTM uses a mixture of delta peaks to
model the density in the latent space.
Note that in our model, given a specific mixture component, the expected value of x depends linearly on g and vice versa, see Section
4.3. Whereas using GTM, given a mixture component s, there is no modeling of uncertainty in
the latent coordinate g corresponding to a data
point x, it is simply assumed that g = κs .
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Learning

The learning algorithm tries to achieve two
goals. On the one hand we want a good fit on
the observed data, i.e. high data log-likelihood.
On the other hand, we want the mappings from
data to latent space to give ‘consistent’ predictions, i.e. if a data point is well modeled by
two mixture components in the data space, then
these should give similar predictions on the corresponding latent coordinate of the data point.
In the following subsections we first discuss the
objective function, then we describe how we initialize all the model parameters, and finally we
discuss the learning algorithm.

4.1 The Objective Function
As shown by Roweis et. al. (Roweis et al., 2002)
the double objective can be pursued with a variational Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The free-energy interpretation of EM
(Neal and Hinton, 1998) clarifies how we can use
EM-like algorithms to optimize penalized loglikelihood objectives. The penalty term is the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the
posterior on the hidden variables and a specific
family of distributions, in our case uni-modal
Gaussian distributions. The objective function
sums data log-likelihood and the KL divergence
which is a measure of how uni-modal the predictions on the latent coordinate are.
The objective Φ can be decomposed in two
ways, given in equations (1) and (2) below,
which can be associated respectively with the E
and M step of EM. The first is the log-likelihood
minus the KL-divergence, which is convenient
for the E-step. The second decomposition isolates an entropy term independent of θ, which
is convenient in the M-step.
Φ=−
−
=−
+

X
λ
k W k2 +
log p(xn ; θ)
2
n
X

DKL (Qn (g, s) k p(g, s | xn ; θ)) (1)

X

H(Qn (g, s)),

n

X
λ
k W k2 +
EQn log p(xn , g, s; θ)
2
n
n

(2)

where DKL and H are used respectively to denote Kullback-Leibler divergence and entropy
(Cover and Thomas, 1991). The first term
in both decompositions implements a Gaussian
prior distribution over the elements of the matrix W, with inverse variance λ on each element. It makes sense to put a uniform prior on
on the weights for the linear and constant basisfunctions. However, to keep notation simple, we
assume equal prior on all weights here.
The distributions Qn (g, s) over mixture components s and latent coordinates g are restricted
to be independent over s and g, and of the form:
Qn (g, s) = qns Qn (g) and Qn (g) = N (gn , Σn )
It turns out that Φ is maximized w.r.t. Σn if
Σn = v −1 I, where v = (ρ + 1)/(α2 ρσ 2 ) is the

inverse variance of p(g | x, s). Hence, in the
following we assume this equality and do not
use Σn as a free parameter anymore. The {qns }
play the role of the ‘responsibilities’ in normal
EM. Finally, gn is the expected latent coordinate for data point xn , if we approximate the
true distribution on the latent coordinate with
a uni-modal Gaussian. Hence, we might use the
gn for visualization purposes.
4.2

Initialization

We initialize the model using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986). Suppose, without loss of generality, that the data
has zero mean. We use a projection of the data
to the two dimensional PCA subspace to initialize the locations gn of the distributions Qn (g).
The columns of the loading matrices {Λs } are
initialized as the principal eigenvectors of the
data covariance matrix. The variance σ 2 is initialized as the mean variance in directions outside the PCA subspace. The {κs } are initialized
on a square grid such that they have zero mean
and the trace of their covariance matrix matches
that of the covariance of the {gn }. The W is
then taken as to map the {κs } onto {Λs κs }.
Then, we assign the data point n to the component with κs closest to gn . Using the non-empty
clusters, we compute the ρ and α. To initialize
ρ, we use the mean value (over all non-empty
clusters) of the total variance in the cluster in
the data space minus Dσ 2 and divide the sum
over dσ 2 . For α2 we use the average of the mean
variance in the cluster in the latent space and
divide it over ρσ 2 . Finally, we can compute optimal qns and start the learning algorithm with
a M-step of the EM-algorithm described in the
next section.
The inverse variance λ of the prior on the elements of W can be made larger to get smoother
functions. In our experiments we used λ = 1.
4.3

Updating the Parameters

Using the notation:
v >
1 >
xns xns + gns
gns − σ −2 α−1 x>
ns Λs gns
2
2σ
2
d
+D log σ + log (ρ + 1),
2
xns = xn − Wφ(κs ), and gns = gn − κs .

Ens =
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The objective (2) can be written as:
#

"

X
λ
Φ = − k W k2 −
qns log qns + Ens + c,
2
ns

where c is some constant in the parameters. All
the update equations below can be found by setting the derivative of the objective to zero for
the different parameters. First, we give the Estep update equations:
qns = P

e−Ens
,
−E 0
s0 e ns

X

gn =

s

qns hgn is ,

where for all N data points the expected latent
coordinate given component s is:
αρ >
hgn is = Ep(g|x,s) [g] = κs +
Λ xns .
ρ+1 s
Next, we give the M-step update equations. For
Λs we have to minimize:
X

qns x>
ns Λs gns .

n

This problem is known as the ‘weighted Procrustes rotation’ (Cox and Cox, 1994). Let
√
√
√
√
C = [ q1s x1s · · · qN s xN s ][ q1s g1s · · · qN s gN s ]>
with SVD: C = ULΓ> , (the gns have been
padded with zeros to form D-dimensional vectors). The optimal Λs is given by the first d
columns of UΓ> . For W we find:
W=

hX
ns

×

qns (xn − αs−1 Λs gns )φ(κs )>

hX

qns φ(κs )φ(κs )> + λσ 2 I

ns

i

i−1

.

For the updates of the three variance parameters we use the following notation:
A=

X

qns x>
ns Λs gns ,

B=

ns

X

qns x>
ns xns ,

ns

C=

X

>
qns gns
gns .

ns

Simultaneously setting the derivatives of Φ
w.r.t. α, ρ and σ to zero gives:
ρ+1=

(D − d)A2
C(ρ + 1)
, α=
,
2
d(BC − A )
Aρ
B − α−1 A
σ2 =
ND

Experimental Illustration

In this section we provide experimental results
comparing the presented model with GTM. The
first two experiments use artificially generated
data. In the last experiment we use chemical
chromatogram data from the Unilever research
department.
Artificial data The first data set consisted of
points in IR2 drawn along the sine function. We
used GTM (20 units, 5 basis-functions) and our
new model (5 units, 3 basis-functions) to map
the data to a one dimensional latent space. The
fitted models and the latent space representations are given in Figure 1. We see that for
GTM the distribution of the latent coordinates
clusters around the mixture component locations. For our model, while using 4 times fewer
mixture components, the latent coordinates do
not show this clustering due to the piece-wise
linear maps.
Next, we generated a data set in IR3 by first
drawing uniformly random from the unit square
in IR2 , then to every data point xn we then
(3)
added a third coordinate xn with:
(1)
2
(2)
3
x(3)
n = (xn − 1/2) + 2(xn − 1/2) + ²,

where ² is a random variable with distribution
N (²; 0, 100−1 ). In Figure 2 we show the projections found by our method and GTM. Again
we see that GTM concentrates the latent coordinates around the locations of the units, the
projection ‘clumps’ around the units. Whereas
our method gives a projection that matches the
original distribution on the unit square better.
Chromatogram data We demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method and GTM
on a problem from high-throughput screening
of Maillard reactions, which involves the heating of sugars and amino acids, giving rise to
complex mixtures of volatile flavor compounds.
The reaction product mixtures are characterized through fast gas chromatography. At
Unilever R&D labs, it was found that a single
GTM plot of the chromatographic data, based
on two latent variables, is equally informative as
the screening of many score plots from various
PCA combinations. The data was preprocessed
by mapping it with PCA onto a 20 dimensional
linear subspace of the original 2800 dimensional
space.

Figure 1: Top left panel: GTM fit (disks give means of mixture components, dashed line the
ordering of the components in latent space) on data (dots). Top right panel: our new model (the
√
sticks depict vectors ρσΛs used for the linear maps). Bottom panel: (top) latent coordinates for
our method, and GTM (middle 20 nodes, bottom 10 nodes). Both sets of latent points have the
same variance.

Figure 2: Projections of (from left to right) the proposed model, GTM and original 2D coordinates
(which are rotated).
We call an ingredient separable if all the measurements on compounds which contain, or do
not contain, the ingredient form a cluster in the
projected data. In our experiment we found
that most ingredients which were separable using GTM were also separable with our new projection method. In the experiments GTM used
400 nodes and 16 basis-functions, our model
used only 36 units and 16 basis functions.
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Discussion and Conclusions

Discussion Constraining the means of the
mixture components to the manifold spanned
by a smooth mapping ensures that components
that are close in latent space will also be close
in the data space. This makes the constrained
version of Coordinated PCA more suitable for
visualization purposes.
Comparing the presented model with GTM,
we observe that we extended the point-wise cou-

pling between data and latent space to a locally linear coupling. This removes the effect
of ‘clumpy’ projections, as discussed in the previous section.
Several variations on the presented model are
possible. For example, we might model the
variances per mixture component and make the
{κs } free parameters. However, here we wanted
to keep the model close to GTM. As for the
last option, the optimization w.r.t. the {κs }
is a somewhat more involved due to the nonlinear mappings φ. However, using local linear
approximations of the non-linear functions we
could do the optimization.
Note that the component covariance structure is not aligned with the non-linear function.
However, in practice we do expect the local subspaces to be more or less aligned with the manifold due to the coordination (see Figure 1). To
speed-up the algorithm, we might set the {Λs }

Ingredient 1

Ingredient 2

Ingredient 3

Figure 3: Projections of all the data for the proposed model (top) and GTM (bottom). From left
to right we highlight compounds with one of three ingredient with boxes.
as manifold aligned and check whether this increases the objective function. We only need
re-compute the {Λs } with SVD if taking them
manifold aligned does not increase the objective
function.
In (Bishop et al., 1998a) an extension of GTM
is discussed where the the covariance matrix of
p(x|s) is taken to be of the form σ 2 I + ηDD> ,
where the d columns of the D × d matrix D
contain the partial derivatives of the RBF network.1 This generative model has a similar form
of the covariance matrix in the data space as we
use, however in the latent space it uses the same
discrete distribution as GTM. Therefore, the extension described in (Bishop et al., 1998a), just
like normal GTM, doesn’t have the linear dependence of the expected value of g on x given
s.
Conclusions We proposed a generative
model and corresponding learning algorithm
for visualization and projection of highdimensional data. The model integrates the
GTM and Coordinated PCA.
Experimental results show that the model
does not suffer from the ‘clumpy’ projections
of GTM. Furthermore, in the latent-space we
have a true density function where GTM only
provides a discrete ‘spike’ distribution on the
latent-space. Also, the proposed model provides
1

The M step of the proposed EM algorithm is not
exact, due to the dependence of D on W.

a density p(x | g), whereas for GTM this distribution is not clearly defined.
Finally, the proposed model provides a measure of uncertainty on the found latent coordinates summarized in the distributions Qn (g).
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